Georgia Mountaineers
Website Help
Below are some instructions and info for maneuvering around our
website. If it does not answer your question or provide the help you needed,
then please email the Webmaster at Bears1031@gmail.com.
Our website is comprised of five different pages. These are identified
on each page in the upper left hand corner, see the block copied below. You
get to those pages by positioning your mouse on one of the five titles and left
clicking on it.
Chapter & Rally Info
Newsletters
RV Parks & Links
Members Area
Photo Gallery

The first page is Chapter & Rally Info. This page is mainly designed for
visitors coming to our website. The top part has informational documents
about our Chapter. The middle part contains our annual Rally Schedules and
the bottom part is a random photo gallery. Hopefully, anyone visiting our
website will get a good idea of who we are and what we are about. Plus, this is
were you need to go to see the Rally Schedules.
The second page is Newsletters, which also has the Message Board.
Here are all the old newsletters that I could find. And, as I receive each new
newsletter, usually about one week after each rally, I post it to this page. So
remember to check this page after each rally to read the latest newsletter. Next
is the Message Board. There are two direct links from the first page to the
Message Board. While there are some odds and end topics posted to the
Message Board, the main things posted there are the Rally Attendees Lists and
the Rally Agendas. As I receive the first Attendees List from our Wagon
Master, usually about 30 days before the rally, it is posted there along with
following updates. The Rally Agendas are usually received from the Rally
Hosts about one week before the rally and is posted there. Sometimes there
may be updates to the Rally Agenda, so right before the rally, you need to
check there for the latest updated Rally Agenda.

The third page is RV Parks & Links. Here are links to the websites of the
RV parks and campgrounds that we normally visit. These links are also on the
posted Rally Schedules. So to find out more about an RV park, just click on
these links. There are also links to various equipment and accessory websites,
RV forums, and places or documents for technical information. Some of the
technical information was written or put together by me, based on the best
information I could find from researching the internet. You can elect to use it
or ignore it.
The fourth page is the Members Area. This is a password protected page
that contains member information, the Roster and Directory, along with
Sunshine Reports. It also contains the Minutes from our business meetings, our
guiding documents, and various reports. To update the printed Directory in
your binder, just compare it with the online updated copy and you can print the
needed individual pages by page to put into your binder.
The fifth page is a Photo Gallery, another password protect page. This
page contains photos from some of our past rallies. Due to problems with
updating this page with so many photos loaded, there is a link on the top of the
page, Click Here for more Photos on Shutterfly. At the present time we are
using Shutterfly to store our rally photos. This is a free website addition and
we can store many more photos without computer memory or uploading
problems. The plan is keep the old rally photos, not just replace them with
newer ones. One note, all of the photo galleries have a Slide Show feature that
will automatically page through the photos.
I hope this helps some in making our website more accessible to you in
regards of where stuff is located. If anyone has recommendations, problems,
or complaints about our website or content, please contact me.
Ted -- WebMaster

